This paper examines the process of domain nucleation in ferroelectric perovskites at a free surface due to electrical fields applied through a charged tip above the surface. We use a real-space phase-field model to model the ferroelectric, and apply a boundary element-based numerical method that enables us to accurately account for the stray electric fields outside the ferroelectric and the interactions through electric fields between the external tip and ferroelectric. We calculate the induced domain patterns, the stress and internal electric fields, and the induced surface displacement for various relative orientations of the crystal lattice with respect to the free surface. The effect of the external spatially inhomogeneous electric field leads to the formation of complex domain patterns and nominally incompatible microstructures. Two key findings are: first, in c axis films, a new domain forms beneath the tip through 180 switching and this new domain has the opposite piezo-response as the original domain, leading to a distinct displacement signature on the surface; and second, in a axis films, domain nucleation occurs at lower applied field because polarization rotates to align with the applied field, whereas in c axis films, the polarization magnitude reduces until 180 switching occurs at a higher applied field. We also see that the calculated domain patterns differ significantly from analytical approximations that are often used.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectric materials are widely used in sensors and actuators. 1, 2 More recently, they have found applications in high-speed memories, 3 and have been proposed as elements of microwave circuits 4, 5 and as photonic switches at small length scales. 6 Many of these modern applications use thinfilm geometries with surface electrodes. 7 The edges of the electrodes provide field concentrations that can lead to domain switching. In the context of materials characterization, a charged tip that both induces domain switching and measures the consequent surface distortion is an important and widely used tool, 8 analogous to indentation for mechanical properties. While the applied field and induced distortion are measured/controlled, the detailed process of domain nucleation in the interior cannot be observed. Hence, for all of these applications, modeling and simulation can provide insight into the sub-surface processes of domain nucleation under a concentrated surface field.
In this work, we apply a phase-field model to understand the question of domain nucleation due to a concentrated electric field at the surface. This has been the focus of many experimental efforts, e.g., switching spectroscopy piezoresponse force microscopy (SS-PFM) to detect quantitatively the local switching characteristics. 9 There are also related experiments using light rather than concentrated electric fields. 10, 11 Theoretical analyses to complement these experiments include Refs. 12-15. However, due to the complexity of the physical situation, analytical approaches necessarily require severe approximations, e.g., linear piezoelectric, and hence computational approaches are an attractive alternative. For example, Ref. 16 applied a real-space approach to study the nucleation of domains under a surface electrode. This provided valuable insight into the nucleation process at a surface. However, they make important simplifying approximations on the polarization and electrical field at the free surface. These approximations assume in effect that there are no stray fields outside the ferroelectric. The key point departure of our work is in the use of a boundary element method for electric field calculations in combination with a real-space phase-field formulation. 17, 18 Our numerical approach enables us to account for the stray electric fields in all space without making any approximations on their existence or spatial decay. In addition, it enables us to account for the fact that the tip is outside the specimen and not in contact with it. We are able to accurately model the tip and specimen together. In addition, in contrast to some of the analytical approaches, the phase-field approach consistently and simultaneously calculates electric field and microstructure in a coupled manner; thus domain nucleation and other events that change the material dielectric response are automatically accounted for.
The paper is organized as follows. We present the phase-field model and the computational method in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we present calculations of local polarization switching, tip-induced displacement, and induced stress and electric field for different tip strengths in a c axis film, i.e., with polarization oriented vertically. In Sec. IV, we examine the effect of free-surface orientation with respect to the crystal lattice. We conclude in Sec. V. 
II. PHASE-FIELD MODEL AND SOLUTION METHOD
The potential energy E of a ferroelectric X with strain field and polarization field p is written as, following:
Additional terms from applied electric fields and mechanical loads are present when these are applied, but we do not consider these in this paper. Here, U penalizes gradients in p and models the energy contributions from domain walls, and the stored (Devonshire/anisotropy) energy density W penalizes p and deviating from the spontaneous polarization and strain. The last term is the energy contained in the electric field E ¼ Àr/, where / is the electric potential obtained from Maxwell's equation:
with given electrode boundary conditions. The first two terms in E from (1) are local to the body being considered, while the electrostatic contribution is overall space. Domain patterns are obtained as local minimizers of E.
We use tetragonal barium titanate in two-dimensions as our model material. Following Refs. 22-25, we use for the energy:
The details of the polynomial and other constants can be obtained from the references cited above. These minimizers are numerically calculated by starting with assumed fields ; p and evolving toward a minimum using a gradient descent. The gradient flow of E in the H 1 norm is
with l 1 ; l 2 both non-negative. Figure 1 shows the mesh and the computational domain X. The boundary conditions for the polarization evolution (4) 1 are rp Á n ¼ 0 on all boundaries of the specimen, where n is the outward normal to the boundary. We use the subscripted numbers to indicate subequations. For example, (4) 1 means the first subequation in equation (4) . The boundary conditions for mechanical equilibrium (4) 2 are traction-free on the top surface, and clamped on the other 3 faces. The clamping displacement is set to the value of the stress-free strain corresponding to a bulk crystal, to simulate the effect of the computational domain being embedded in a large bulk specimen on all sides except the top free surface. Other alternatives led to spurious effects, e.g., traction-free all around allowed the entire specimen to bend due to the change in stress-free strain value at the top surface. The boundary conditions for the electrostatics (4) 3 are grounded on the bottom and side faces, and voltage decays as the distance from the specimen tends to infinity. A compensating charge is used on the free surface, its value corresponding to the bound charge due to normal termination of the polarization when there is no external field. As the tip field is introduced, the compensating charge is held fixed at this value even as the polarization at the free surface evolves in response to the applied field. We start with an initial polarization field that we use to obtain the strain and electric potential from (4) 23 . We then update the polarization using (4) 1 . This process is repeated until convergence. The polarization update (4) 1 and mechanical equilibrium (4) 2 both use standard finite element methods (FEM) with triangle elements and linear shape functions, and polarization and displacement are the primary variables, respectively.
The electrostatic equation (4) 3 needs attention as the electric fields are not confined to the ferroelectric but extend overall space. We model the triangular tip with a uniform charge density r above the specimen. Hence, it is important to account for the electric fields in vacuum and they cannot be neglected as they mediate the tip-ferroelectric interactions. We apply a Dirichlet-to-Neumann boundary element method to solve this infinite domain problem efficiently and accurately, as described in Refs. 17 and 18; in particular, Ref. 18 describes an iterative formulation that is particularly suited for nonlinear coupled problems such as arise here. While the details of the method are discussed in these references, the essential aspect of the method is that it consistently transforms the Neumann-type boundary conditions from the charge on the tip and the bound charge in the ferroelectric to the Dirichlet-type boundary conditions of potential specified on the boundary of the ferroelectric X, Fig. 1 . This enables us to then solve (4) 3 using standard FEM. 
III. DOMAIN NUCLEATION IN A c AXIS FILM
In this section, we study the physics of domain nucleation in a c axis film as shown in Fig. 2 . For the following, we note that tip strength r is non-dimensionalized with spontaneous polarization of barium titanate and the thickness of the domain wall. Figure 2 shows the equilibrium domain patterns as the tip strength increases. We see qualitative differences in the microstructural accommodation of the external field. For relatively small charge r ¼ 0:5, the magnitude of polarization in the region directly beneath the tip simply reduces due to the external electric field, Fig. 2(a) . The transition to the bulk value is fairly smooth and the domain wall energy U is not significant. In Fig. 3(a) , we see that the electric field has penetrated into the material up to a distance comparable to the height of the tip. The stress is similarly significant only in a small zone near the surface (see Fig. 3(b) ).
As the charge is increased, r ¼ 0:75, we see a small amount of switching (see Fig. 2(b) ). While the new domain is mechanically compatible with the surrounding domain, the head-to-head polarization is energetically unfavorable but is stabilized by the external electric field. We see the formation of two broad transition regions between these incompatible domains.
We then increase the tip strength to r ¼ 1:0. The domain patterns in Fig. 2(c) show the clear presence of a new c À domain directly beneath the tip. The transition between the new domain and the original domain is mediated by two symmetric lobes that form roughly 90 domain walls between the other domains. These lobes are reminiscent of domain patterns calculated near crack tips, e.g., Refs. 27, 28, and 26. In addition, we see the extremely interesting feature that the new domain's piezoresponse causes it to elongate under the applied field, rather than contract as is the case for the embedding domain. This is clearly observable through the surface topography. Figure 2 (d) shows this as a leveling off of the tip strength versus displacement curve. With this new domain, we also find that the electric and stress fields are no longer localized beneath the tip but extend through much of the specimen (see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) ). The bound charge due to the electrically incompatible head-to-head domains enables the electric field to penetrate well beyond the extent of the new domain. The highest stresses are no longer directly beneath the tip but follow the boundaries of the lobes that separate the new and original domains.
IV. DOMAIN NUCLEATION IN FILMS WITH a AXIS AND OTHER FREE-SURFACE ORIENTATIONS
In this section, we study the physics of domain nucleation for different crystal lattice orientations with respect to the free surface. We use h to indicate this orientation, i.e., h is the angle between the free surface tangent and the crystal lattice (see Fig. 4) . Hence, the c axis film of the previous section corresponds to h ¼ 90 . We first examine the behavior of domain patterns under a small applied field, r ¼ 0:25, for various h as shown in , and to some extent also for h ¼ 30 , we find the magnitude of polarization decreasing as was observed in c axis films.
When r ¼ 0:5 (see Fig. 5 ), we see the formation of distinct c À domains and clear 90 domain walls for h ¼ 0 and 15 . The magnitude of polarization in the new domain also increases to accommodate the applied field. The qualitative behavior for h ¼ 35 and 45 is similar to the c axis film. We also examine the electric field and stress in Figs. 6 and 7 for r ¼ 0:5 and various h. The induced stress and electric fields both decrease as h increases. This can be understand from the fact that reduction of polarization magnitude is an available accommodation mechanism for larger h, whereas for smaller h a new c À domain has to nucleate. As expected, Fig. 6 shows a larger field near the new domain due to electrically incompatible microstructures. Similarly, the stresses are also larger in the vicinity of the new domain (see Fig. 7 ). In particular, Fig. 7(a) shows that a much higher stress occurs for h ¼ 0 due to the mechanically incompatible interface between domains on the left side of the new domain. We also note an unusual observation for h ¼ 45 and h ¼ 60 . Figure 9 shows the polarization switching over a large region near the surface. For r ¼ 0:5, this region is large but limited in size, while for r ¼ 0:75, it extends to the boundary of the computational domain. The presence of a crystallographically equivalent preferred direction that is better oriented with respect to the applied field enables this largescale domain switching. The domain wall between the original domain and the large switched region is both mechanically and electrically compatible. When h ¼ 60 (see Fig. 10 ), we find a similar large-scale switching; the main qualitative difference with h ¼ 45 is that it occurs at a lower value of applied field and the domain wall is better defined. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the process of domain switching and nucleation at a free surface under an applied electric field through a tip above the surface. We have used a real-space phase-field model in combination with a boundary element method that enables us to accurately resolve the stray electric fields as well as the interaction between the tip and the sample through these stray electric fields. We have applied this to calculate domain patterns and the process of nucleation as the applied field is increased. We have also examined the effect of different orientations of the crystal lattice with respect to the free surface. In the cases of a and c axes films that have been studied experimentally, the surface response matches qualitatively with experimental measurements. 29 Quantitative comparisons will require more careful consideration of many effects, e.g., pinning defects, that we have not considered here.
In the c axis film, we find significant differences between our calculations of domain patterns and simplified analytical approximations that are often used to understand the nucleation process assumed, e.g., Ref. 8. We also find that once a new domain nucleates, the piezoelectric response of the new domain cancels to some extent with the original domain. The surface topography has an interesting and distinctive "bump" as a signature of this effect. In addition, this causes the tip displacement as a function of applied field to level off. The latter consequence is directly amenable to experimental observation.
In our calculations of nucleation process as a function of relative lattice orientation, we find some general trends. Particularly, domain nucleation occurs at lower applied fields for small values of relative lattice orientation, i.e., a axis films nucleate new domains under smaller field when compared to h ¼ 30
, and 30 nucleates a new domain under smaller field than 45
, and so on. This was understood physically as a competition between two mechanisms to accommodate the applied field. One mechanism, favored in a axis films and smaller relative lattice orientations, is for the polarization to rotate and align itself with the applied field, thus leading to a new domain. The other mechanism, favored in c axis films and larger relative lattice orientations, is for the magnitude of the polarization to reduce without changing direction for smaller field, and then switch by 180 for sufficiently large field. We also observed that the presence of crystallographically equivalent preferred directions can lead to large scale surface switching in films as yet another mechanism to align the polarization with the applied field. While there have been a number of experiments to characterize domain nucleation behavior in a and c axis films, 30 there has been much less effort in other orientations. Comparative analyses through experiment offers a route to validate some of our findings.
